
Automatic cradle machine
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Instruction manual

Before using this product, please read the instruction carefully 
and use it properly.
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！ INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

1. This product is intended for baby cradle rocking. No other use is permitted.

2. The maximum weight of this product is 18 kg.

3. This product must be installed in accordance with the Installation Guide.Incorrect installation

may result in a product drop accident.

4. Before placing the baby in the cradle, please turn the cradle machine off first,to avoid the mach-    

ine perceiving the weight and scaring the baby.

5. Please turn off the power before taking out the baby from the crib.

6. The product must be used on the present of the adult care taker.

7. When starting the cradle machine, please slowly slide up and adjust the speed, and slightly push

down the cradle cloth to bring the cradle machine to start power.

8. Observe whether the speed of shaking is suitable, and then continue to adjust upward until it is

suitable.

9. To be on the safe side, please purchase other parts of the cradle machine from the original manu-    

facturer, such as springs, hanging rings, transmission ropes and power plugs.

10. If the electric cradle machine does not function properly, stop using it and contact the dealer or

authorized electric cradle machine repair center.

11. Please stop using this machine when the baby can sit up or crawl. If you want to continue using

this machine, you must use it under the control of an adult.

12.Unplug the power cord when not in use.The original power plug must be used. The use of unce-      

rtified non-original power plugs may cause  electric shock, fire, explosion and other hazards.
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       WARNING！
Failure to follow these warnings and instructions could result in serious injury or death.

FALL HAZARD

 Always check that the bassinet is securely locked on the stand by pulling up and down on the bassinet bed.

� To prevent falls, do not use this product when the baby starts to push up on hands and knees or has reached

18kg, whichever comes first.

SUFFOCATION HAZARD

� On soft bedding, use only the pad provided by the manufacturer. Never add a pillow, comforter, or other ma-

ttress for padding.

� Leave a gap between extra padding and side of the bassinet/cradle.

� Do not place items with a string around a child's neck, such as hood strings or pacifier cords. Do not hang str-

ings on a bassinet or cradle or attach strings to toys. Strings can cause strangulation!

� To reduce the risk of SIDS, pediatricians recommend that healthy infants be placed on their backs to sleep,

un-less advised otherwise by your physician.

� This product and its associated parts have been scientifically designed and tested for safety, so should only be

used with products supplied by the manufacturer.

！
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PRODUCT LIST

① Cradle Top

② Upper tube

③ Lower tube

④ 7 pcs of springs

⑤ Bottom ring

+ USB Cable
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FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

Speed knob

Central spring hook hole

Spring hook hole

Traction rope

USB Type C Input Power plug

USB Type A Output Plug
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INSTALLATION STEPS

Hook up the spring according to 
the weight of baby.
(Follow the spring Usage Guide)

Connect the hammock caribiner here

Connect the lower tube 
to the upper tube
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SPRING INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS



The plate direction have to be 90 
degree opposite between the top 
and bottom

*Built-in spring safety rope
If the spring is pulled down
too long, you need to add a
spring

7
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3 4 5 6 7

(please refer to the figure below, the number of spring parts and installation position)

Spring 
mounting 
position

Suspended 
weight*

*Attention：suspended  weight=hammock weight+baby weight

Number of 
springs

●The minimum number of springs must be 3.
●Ensure spring is vertically position and the spring hook is secured inside the hole.
●Please add springs regularly according to the baby's weight gain.

3-6kg 7-9kg 10-12kg 13-15kg 14-18kg

SPRING USAGE GUIDE



Operating Summary

Contruct the cradle into the Stand.

Connect the power adaptor to the Cradle.

Place the baby into the hammock Beware that the head and leg direction, 
the leg direction shall be the place with Zipper openning. 

Turn the knob of the cradle to select the speed.

1

2

3

4

Auto trigger by Baby Movement
Cradle can be trigger to swing by baby movement 

or on baby awaken such as kicking the hammock 

especially after the set time lapsed.

Broken Spring Alarm
If any of the spring is broken, the cradle bottom 

ring will sound an alarm until it is fixed.  

9
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CARE AND MAINTENANCE

1. Keep the cradle machine and its accessories away from the reach of children to avoid

injury.

2. Do not expose the cradle machine and its accessories to avoid overheating, burning,

explosion and other accidents.

3. Do not place the electric cradle machine and its accessories in high temperature envi-

    ronment or high pressure equipment (such as microwave oven), otherwise it may ca-

    use product damage Bad, causing fires and other accidents.

4. This cradle machine is not waterproof, please do not wash with water, or put it in a

wet place where rain is easy to splash wet.

5. Do not use tools to pry open the assembly of cradle machine, which will damage and

scratch the cradle machine.

6. The cradle machine is not shock-proof, please take it carefully when installing and r-

    emoving the machine, so as to avoid falling and damaging, and do not shake it.

7. Do not use corrosive liquid to spray or clean the cradle machine. If there is dust and

dirt, gently wipe with clean water soft cloth.
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TECHNICAL PARAMETER

Electronic cradle

Craft plastic

Metallic stainless steel

Infant/Newborn   

110-240V  50-60Hz

5V  1.0-1.5A   

7.5W     

100*100*170cm

Stainless Steel 

Stainless steel 

Stainless steel alloy

4.5 kg

USB Type-C 

5V 1A/2A/3A can be used, 

5V 2A is recommended

Name

Appearance material

Inner material

Be applicable to

Input current

Output current

Maximum guideline

Product Dimensions (with Open Tripod Leg)

Hook material

Inner plate

Stretch spring

Cradle weight

Recommended use of charger plug
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